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This years November
gathering was just another banquet . . . Not! In
truth it was an amazing
event that ran throughout, like a well oiled machine. I bravely went by
myself with no regrets.
From the minute I walked
into the hall, I could feel
the warmth and love surrounding me. On showing my ticket, I was welcomed by a friendly hostess who helped me find a
table with a group of
people who were most
inviting and gracious.
Though surprised by the
large number present,
there Summer
seemed BBQ,
to be
Bridges
helda on July
calm and peace in the air
21,
was
a day
of blessings
and
the
socializing,
camefrom
from
caring
the
Lord.
The hearts.
weather was coolish

but comfortable. However, the
swimming
and boating prewere not
The professionally
presented
aspared
popularand
as usual
because of
meal was delicious and
this.
None the
those
who
plentiful,
andless,
those
who
waited on our tables did
so with an obvious joy.
Being serenaded by a
harp while we ate, added
an especially elegant
touch to the evening.

time to help one elderly person, with a
walker, to get into the
boat so he too could
enjoy the experience.
This individual was
thrilled and later commented that this was
the most fun he has
had in many years. As
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Kelowna -Nov.3

For more information
please
call Bridges office

always, the potluck dishes were very
tasty, complimented by hamburgers and

at
250-448-6975
or
1-888-448-6975
________________________

OPPORTUNITY
TO HELP

Solid committed Christians

I was truly moved and
encouraged by those who
shared heartfelt and honest stories of “the amazing work of God” in relation to where their lives
had been, and where He
attended
has ledenjoyed
themthemselves
today. both in
Knowing
thatwater.
God We
loves
and
out of the
are grateful
all
of
us
no
matter
our
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this
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went out on the
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again
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of experience.
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edmonies
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They even took

interested in being a Mentor
or Pen Pal
Please give us a call.
________________________

If you have home furniture,
bedding, kitchen utensils
or men’s clothing

smokies cooked to perfection on a 1957
Cadillac car BBQ, donated by Boyd’s Auto Body. We are so thankful to all who

(in good condition)
Please give us a call.
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ue and build on
the work that has
been successfully
initiated over the
years by Rob and
Brenda.” Let’s
keep Craig in our
prayers so that
God will give him
wisdom and clarity
to lead Bridges
into the future.
donated their time and resources
so that we could enjoy a wonderful
day, where Bridges supporters, volunteers and clients have an opportunity to fellowship together.
After supper, Rob shared that due
to recent physical limitations, he
has decided to retire after more
than 20 years with Bridges to New
Life. Rob also shared that “both
the board and he have agreed to
hire Craig Churchill as the new director”. Craig worked for Bridges
approximately 5 years ago, before
leaving to do evangelistic work
overseas. Besides being an evangelist, Craig has been a pastor in Alberta and Manitoba and is well respected within our justice community. Craig loves the Lord, he has a
clear understanding of the ministry
and has a deep burden for the lost.
Over the years Craig has also volunteered at Bridges with mentoring
clients and filling in periodically at
Bridges office so that Rob and
Brenda could get some time away.
Craig feels that Bridges mandate
lines up with his evangelistic calling
and is where the Lord wants him to
be at this time. When he spoke at
the BBQ, Craig said, “I want to
make it perfectly clear that I am
not coming to Bridges to change it,
but instead I am coming to contin-

We were blessed,
by Pastor Clint Heigh, retired Chaplain from Kamloops Regional Correctional Center, who gave us a
message on how significant it is
that we understand that Jesus is
the “Bread of Life”; because without that bread, we have no life.
Throughout the BBQ we were
blessed by the music of the band
“One Silver Coin” from Kamloops,
who touched the hearts of so many
and blessed us with their talents. I
found myself singing along with
them and we so enjoyed them that
we stayed to the very end of their
performance.
Craig wants you all to know that he
has already secured the Oyama
Community Hall for next year. So
please mark your calendar now for
July 27, 2019, for the Annual Bridges to New Life Summer BBQ.

From the Inside
Dear Pen pal,
I am currently serving a five and a
half year sentence at a medium
security prison but anticipate a
transfer to minimum soon. I grew
up in Chilliwack BC in an extremely
abusive environment, often left
alone for days while my mother
and step father went on cocaine
and heroin binges. When they left

home, I was often beaten and left
without food. My biological father
committed suicide when I was eleven years old. Though he was never
abusive or hurtful; he too struggled
with addiction issues. Thankfully, I
have come to know and love the
Lord, and have surrendered my life
to Jesus Christ. Without Him, I
know I would be dead.

Prior to incarceration, I worked as a
locomotive engineer for CN Rail all
over western Canada. I am a proud
father of two beautiful daughters,
aged 5 and 7, with whom I have
had no contact since my sentencing
in 2016. I was married for eight
years, but am now divorced. Although I worked hard and had an
excellent career, my ex and I had
many unresolved childhood issues
which we dealt with thru substance
abuse. In our relationship, we were
both very destructive and lived a
chaotic lifestyle. In the winter of
2015 I found explicit pictures of my
ex on our laptop that had been
sent several men via FaceBook. I
became enraged and seriously
harmed my partner both physically
and psychologically. I love my
daughters and only wish to be a
positive and stable part of their
lives, but sadly they witnessed
some of my violence.
I am now two years clean of drugs
and alcohol and never want to return to my old way of life. Post
release, I want to reach out and
help as many people in similar situations as myself. Since my incarceration, I have taken every available
personal growth program offered. I
am currently studying theology via
correspondence with the goal of
getting into addiction services and
Christian counselling. Because
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there are many conflicting messages being shared inside these walls,
one of my greatest concerns is to
be deceived about the Bible and
religion. Therefore, I am reaching
out to Christians for fellowship and
scriptural guidance. If you cannot
offer that, I would be most grateful
if you can refer me to someone
who can.
Sincerely

From the Heart

The other day I took a few minutes
to relax beside Bellevue Creek
(near my Kelowna home) trying to
take in the beauty of Gods’ creation. The once turbid water that
dropped, more than four feet from
its height this spring, was now reduced to a clear trickle, compared
to the violent torrent of about 6
weeks earlier. The rocks and boulders which at the waters peak were
being pushed crashing/tumbling
down the creek, now lay quietly
displaying a vast array of colors,
shapes and compositions. As I reflected on the changes of that
creek, and the incredible beauty
and diversity of Gods’ creation, I
was reminded of the incredible diversity of those who have been a
part of BridgesTNL over its first 20
years. During those years our rec-
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ords contain the names of almost
ten thousand individuals with
whom we have had some kind of
interaction. About half of those
(4,739 to be exact) are clients, 241
have been Bridges workers, and
the rest are a wide variety of supporters, family, friends, correctional professionals and many more.
Fresh off Bridges summer BBQ and
the hiring Craig Churchill to replace
yours truly, I am excited at the future prospects of this society. During our first twenty years we have
had periods of high energy
(sometimes a little chaotic), like the
rushing torrent of the creek in
springtime. From the society’s beginnings as a prison ministry working out of our home in Oyama, to
changing our focus to aftercare by
purchasing and equipping our Kelowna office/safe house complex)
to accommodate men in their transition back into the community.,
we still continue to change so that
we are more effective in serving
our clients. We have taken on the
challenge of designing and building
a new database system to better
equip the ministry for future
growth. More recently, due to the
declining health and energy levels
of Brenda and I, progress and activities have been more subdued, like
the current state of the creek near
my home. However, I believe that
thru it all the hand of God has been
working away, quietly accomplishing His preordained purposes. He
has and continues to work in and
thru each of our lives, as we allow
Him.
I know that many of you (and
sometimes I) were less than
pleased at all the time, energy and

money that I invested into building
a custom database for the ministry.
We were forced into this project
because there were no off the shelf
products that were able to handle
the diverse needs of this unique
work. However, it gives me great
pleasure to share that two other
Christian charities that are involved
in the field of prison aftercare,
(both larger than Bridges) are
about to start leasing our custom
software, to assist with their data
management needs. Unfortunately,
because of constantly changing
technology these days, properly
maintaining, upgrading and now
supporting other ministries that
are going to use our new database
system this project only seems to
be growing in scope.
Therefore, as I sought to retire
from Bridges, I wanted to find a
way that my successor would be
able to focus on ministry, without
the expanding burden of database
development. Thankfully, God
knew that need and miraculously
led us to an organization out of
Chilliwack with whom we have just
signed an agreement to farm out
management of this project for
Bridges, while retaining our ownership. What that means is that going
forward the database will continue
to meet the needs of this society,
but without us having to invest
massive amounts of time and money in the project. In addition, in the
next couple months, Bridges will
start receiving a small revenue
stream from these other two charities and any potential future users
of the database. So Bridges gets
relieved of the software development burden while the database
that we built will continue to serve
our needs and to start helping othContinued on page 6
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Giving Opportunity:
TO STABILIZE THE MINISTRY WE CAN
ALWAYS USE MORE MONTHLY GIVING

We are committed to doing what we can
to shape a better world! If you support
our cause, Thank You for making this
work possible, by praying and carrying in
small and large ways the burdens that we
bear!
Your increased help will allow us
to do more to make our communities safer.

Upcoming Events:
Aug 11 - Mini Golf
Aug 12 - OCC Chapel
Aug 19 - KRCC Chapel
Sept 5 - Overcomers’ Start
Sept 8 - Adopt a Road
Sept 9 - OCC Chapel
Sept 30 - KRCC Chapel
Oct. 12 – Board Meeting
Oct 12,13 - Horseback Retreat
Nov 1 - Vernon Banquet
Nov 3 - Kelowna Banquet
Nov.18 – OCC Chapel
Dec.1 – Movie Night
Dec. 9 – OCC Chapel
Dec. 9 – KRCC Chapel
Dec. 19 – Overcomers’ Grad

Please Pray for:













Praise for bringing Craig Churchill to Bridges
Faithfulness, divine wisdom & unity for Bridges volunteers & staff
Improved focus & increased effectiveness of our discipleship efforts
Employment, accommodation, victory over old habits & perseverance of clients in following the Lord
Chaplains & staff working in corrections across BC
Prayer for Dominic Systems as they begin managing Bridges database
Overcomers’ leaders and students
More traffic for our Weekly Drop In Offices
Increased giving to meet ongoing monthly expenses
Comfort for those grieving the death of loved ones
Divine wisdom for new ministry direction
Just Equipping—Africa

Business

Financial Report

to August 03

YTD Income

$ + 124,261.46

YTD Expense

$ - 127,115.20

Net Income = $ -

2,853.74

Donors please
note:
The effectiveness of this ministry depends on the
involvement of God’s people.

Memorial Gifts

By visiting our Website at www.bridgestnl.org
you can now enjoy the convenience of giving
A memorial gift is a lasting way to honor a directly from your Bank Account or via
friend or loved one, while making an eter- Credit Card - by simply clicking the
“Donate” button.
nal investment in the kingdom of God.
Memorial Gifts have been received in lov- You can accomplish the same things with the
ing memory of Shirley Goode, Bert Baskin enclosed envelope, or use it to mail a support
and Steve Middleton.
cheque to Bridges.
Financial information is available to supporters by request

er ministries to share the gospel of
Jesus Christ more effectively. I am
thrilled with this outcome.
John 12:24 “Truly, truly, I say to
you, unless a grain of wheat falls
into the earth and dies, it remains
alone; but if it dies, it bears much
fruit.” So even as Rob and Brenda’s
time at the helm of Bridges wanes,
we are optimistic that He who has
begun a good work in and thru
yours and my efforts over our first
20 years; will begin to bear “new”
fruit, thru the efforts of those who
come behind.
To date I am delighted at how the
leadership transition with Craig has
been going and that he intends to
keep and build on the good foundation that has been laid. I know
that during my years as director, I
(Rob) have been far from perfect in
my decision-making and actions.

Therefore if I have in any way
offended you, first I want to apologize and second I want to say that
with a change in leadership, this
may be the perfect opportunity for
you to engage or reengage with
BridgesTNL. Please bear in mind
that we are in a spiritual battle; so
since the last thing the enemy
wants is for Bridges to thrive - conflict is to be expected. Therefore I
implore each of you to lay aside
your differences and get behind
Craig and Bridges board to see
what new things God wants to accomplish thru this work in the
years ahead.

In Loving Memory
of Cliff Robinson

Your slowly retiring partners in
ministry.
Rob & Brenda Baskin

Death is no more than a
turning of us over, from time to
eternity. ~

BRIDGES TO NEW LIFE SOCIETY
1197 SUTHERLAND AVE.
KELOWNA, BC V1Y 5Y2

7315658
Telephone: (250)448-6975
Toll Free: (888)448-6975
E-mail: hope@BridgesTNL.org

Registered
Charity

We’re on the Web at
www.bridgestnl.org

Offering Hope & Restoration to Individuals whose lives have been impacted by our Justice System

